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The uchastkovyy, or beat officer, is at the front lines of Russian police work. 
This article investigates the general environment in which the uchastkovyy 
functions, using Moscow as an example. More specifically, this article 
examines the institutional structure within which the beat cop operates, his/her 
duties and resources, the quota system used to evaluate his/her performance, 
and the nature of the interaction between the uchastkovyy and the public. In so 
doing, the study disaggregates the monolith that is the Russian police, 
focusing on that component of the force (uchastkovyy) that interacts most 
directly with the citizenry. It relies on data from a survey of 1500 Muscovites 
and four focus group encounters organized by the author to elicit a broad range 
of public attitudes regarding the performance and conduct of uchastkovyy, 
exploring particularly what measures might be taken to enhance the level of 
public trust in their local beat officers. 

Keywords: uchastkovyy; Moscow; police; beat officer; Ministry of the 
Interior (MVD); criminal justice system 

Introduction 

The uchastkovyy is not just a policeman, protecting people and ensuring law and 
order on his territory. Often he is also a psychologist and a helper who has to go into 
the most difficult situations and occasionally even the most desperate. (Vladimir 
Kolokol’tsev, Russian Minister of the Interior [RAPSI 2012]) 

The uchastkovyy, or beat officer, is at the front lines of Russian police work.1 

Some iteration of the uchastkovyy has been around since the time of Ivan the 
Terrible, but the official order establishing the service was issued in 1923 (Firsov 
2002).2 Although the institution has undergone several renamings, its basic 
functions have largely remained the same: protecting citizens, keeping the peace, 
and maintaining public order by dealing with minor crimes and violations. 
Uchastkovyy are the first responders to citizen complaints and perform 
preventative work at the most local level, including semi-annual visits to each 
residence. According to the Russian Minister of the Interior Vladimir 
Kolokol’tsev, the 44,925 uchastkovyy in Russia deal with approximately 70% 
of citizen complaints to the police, register one-quarter of all crimes, and work 
with over three million Russian citizens who are required by the state to be 
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2 L.A. McCarthy 

monitored (RAPSI 2012). The idea behind this institution has been and continues 
to be that they are a bridge between the citizens and the police more generally. 
As the police undergo their most extensive institutional reform in two decades, 
with the goal of increasing their effectiveness and raising public trust, it is 
important to draw attention to the local level where most policing work is done.3 

Research in many other countries around the world suggests that it is at this 
most local level that attitudes toward the police are formed. As uniformed officers, 
the uchastkovyy, who patrol on foot, and their car-bound counterparts, the patrol 
service ( patrul’no-postovaya sluzhba), are the most visible manifestation of state 
power and one that the population encounters regularly. In her work on trust and 
the state, Levi (1997, 1998) finds that citizens condition their levels of trust in and 
cooperation with the state based on actions taken by the state and its officials. 
Policy performance, she also argues, can create trust (Levi 1996, 50). Citizens who 
trust their police will be more likely to provide them with local knowledge about 
crime and how to prevent it. This will make the police more effective in doing their 
jobs and, in turn, continue to increase citizen trust in police and potentially trust in 
state institutions more broadly. If, on the other hand, police provide these services 
poorly, citizens will withdraw and stop trusting the state. 

Trust in the police in Russia has been consistently low since the collapse of the 
Soviet Union and is reportedly worse in Moscow. In Public Verdict’s “Police Trust 
Index” from October 2011, around the same time that our survey was done, 52% of 
respondents expressed some or complete distrust in the police, but in Moscow, that 
number was 71%. In our November 2011 survey, 39% of Muscovites expressed 
some or complete distrust in the police.4 Scholars generally agree that increased 
positive personal exposure to the police can be an important way to lower 
longstanding mistrust of the police (Davis, Henderson, and Merrick 2003; Ungar 
and Arias 2011). Around the world, including in Russia (Robertson 2005), people 
who have participated in programs that increase contact with and knowledge of the 
police seem to have an improved view of their work. The uchastkovyy, then, have 
the potential to play an important role in facilitating a better relationship between 
the police and the public. 

Most studies of the police in contemporary Russia focus on corruption, 
discrimination against and mistreatment of citizens, the criminalization of police 
functions, and other illegal practices as impediments to the police gaining 
widespread public trust.5 In short, the public perceives the police as 
“unprofessional, corrupt, brutal, insensitive to legal norms, rude, often drunk, 
collaborating with criminals and concerned primarily with lining [their] pockets” 
(Zernova 2012, 224). Uchastkovyy are also implicated in this type of misbehavior. 
A search of the organization Public Verdict’s website, which monitors law 
enforcement abuse, reveals a host of violations committed by uchastkovyy 
throughout Russia in just the first few months of 2013, including taking bribes to 
not open cases, abusing people in detention, forcing confessions, selling drugs, and 
falsifying police reports.6 

This study offers an important addition to this literature by looking at the more 
benign side of their interactions with the public. Despite the vast amount of 
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3 Post-Soviet Affairs 

information about the Russian police, there has been very little written about 
uchastkovyy. We know very little about what they do, who they are, how they 
work, and, importantly, how the people view and experience them in the 
community setting. This study disaggregates the monolith that is the Russian 
police. Most research on the police, especially survey research, discusses the 
police as a unitary entity. This overlooks the fact that the institution is made up of a 
number of component parts that interact with the population in very different 
ways. Uchastkovyy serve very different functions, for example, than traffic police 
and criminal investigation units. The population experiences them in different 
ways and differentiates among them accordingly. 

Even at the local level, however, police activities are not solely dictated by the 
public that they serve. They also operate within an institutional environment that 
places limitations on the scope of their activities and influences the choices they 
make on the ground. As street-level bureaucrats,7 these actors face a “multiplicity 
of goals, values, and incentives” which they must navigate and balance in their 
day-to-day work (Feeley 1973, 415). By looking at the uchastkovyy in this 
institutional context, it is possible to more precisely examine the possibilities for 
locally based policing to improve citizens’ relationships with and trust in the state 
from the bottom up. I find that while there are certainly some openings for 
improvement at this level, the broader institutional environment of the police still 
plays an important role in the choices that uchastkovyy make in their day-to-day 
work. Absent greater institutional reform, which has not yet occurred, it will be 
difficult for uchastkovyy to respond to local needs rather than the demands of their 
agencies, which have a far greater impact on their lives and careers than the people 
they serve. 

The uchastkovyy 

Despite their tremendous powers and presence in the everyday lives of citizens, 
there has been surprisingly little written about uchastkovyy, even in Russian. This 
section relies on laws, internal decrees (prikaz), and secondary sources to outline 
their duties and practices. Russia has a centralized policing system with a 
pyramidal institutional hierarchy, governed by the law “On the Police.” At the top 
is the Ministry of the Interior (MVD), which is responsible for all policing activity 
in the Russian Federation. Within the Ministry there are a number of specialized 
subdivisions, most of which are replicated in each region’s ministry.8 Though it 
has been reorganized and renamed multiple times in its long history, one of the 
primary subdivisions of the Ministry at both the federal and regional level is 
the Public Order division (okhrana obshchestvennogo poryadka), which performs 
the everyday policing tasks meant to keep the population safe and maintain public 
order. Uchastkovyy fall under the province of this division as do the patrol police 
and truancy officers (inspectory po delam nesovershennoletnykh) who work with 
underage law violators.9 As part of the broader police reform process, a new 
governing order outlining the setup and duties of uchastkovyy went into effect in 
April 2013, replacing the one promulgated in 2002.10 
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4 L.A. McCarthy 

At the local level, policing is carried out in designated administrative territories 
(uchastki) which are delineated primarily based on the number of inhabitants.11 

One uchastkovyy is responsible for each administrative territory where they are 
contracted for at least one year. By law, there should be no more than 3500 
inhabitants in each territory, though this is generally not the case in practice. In 
Moscow, for example, each uchastkovyy covers between 4000 and 4500 residents, 
making the job of knowing the area and its residents much more difficult 
(Taktashev 2013). Several territories and their corresponding officers are usually 
combined into one precinct station (uchastkovyy punkt). Moscow has 
10 administrative regions, each containing between 70 and 75 precinct stations 
of two to four officers, although sometimes as many as eight.12 

Most of an uchastkovyy’s shift is spent on foot patrol in his/her territory, 
although for 4–6 hours each week he is required to hold designated drop-in hours 
for citizens at the precinct station. For every two uchastkovyy in a precinct, there 
must be one senior uchastkovyy (starshiy) who is responsible for coordinating 
schedules, cooperation with other police units, and is ultimately accountable for 
the work of the uchastkovyy underneath him, including their statistical results. 
To compensate for these additional responsibilities, the senior uchastkovyy has a 
smaller territory to cover – by law it can include no more than 1500 inhabitants. 
However, if one of the uchastkovyy is absent or there is a vacancy, which happens 
frequently, it is the senior who is designated to cover his duties. 

By law (2012 Prikaz), uchastkovyy must hold mid- or high-level rank in the 
MVD. To be qualified for these ranks, they must have a post-secondary 
professional education (usually vocational or legal) and at least two years of 
service somewhere in the MVD.13 The MVD also sets physical fitness 
requirements. The position of uchastkovyy is male dominated. Although women 
are being recruited in increasing numbers into the Moscow MVD – indeed, they 
now make up 21% of Moscow’s police force – they usually hold jobs as truant 
officers or desk jobs as investigators in the MVD’s criminal investigative 
divisions.14 Uchastkovyy units are reported to be the most difficult to staff in the 
entire police force. New police recruits ask to be assigned to any position other 
than uchastkovyy, and those who are assigned to uchastkovyy positions leave as 
quickly as they can (Falaleyev 2013; Taktashev 2013). Uchastkovyy face a 
number of challenges that hinder their ability to respond to citizen concerns at the 
local level because they are responding to too many other institutional pressures. 

Uchastkovyy duties 

The uchastkovyy’s primary responsibilities as outlined by their governing order 
are “protecting the life, health, rights and freedom of Russian, foreign and stateless 
citizens, combating crime, protecting public order and property and guaranteeing 
public safety” (2012 Prikaz, Article 1(3)). Although their official duties are 
outlined in this comprehensive internal order, they are regularly expanded by 
additional internal orders or requests from their superiors (Paneyakh et al. 2012). 
For example, in October 2012 Moscow uchastkovyy were required to undertake a 
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5 Post-Soviet Affairs 

comprehensive check of all apartments in the city for code violations (Naumov 
2012). The uchastkovyy are overburdened with tasks, which is compounded by 
strict bureaucratic requirements concerning paperwork, including written 
documentation of everything they do while on duty (Khodzhayeva 2011; 
Maksimova 2011; Paneyakh et al. 2012). According to the head of the Moscow 
police union Mikhail Pashin, uchastkovyy may spend up to 80% of their time on 
paperwork (Naumov 2012; Taktashev 2013). 

One of the uchastkovyy’s main tasks is keeping a log with information on his 
assigned territory and its inhabitants (Khodzhayeva 2011).15 Information in this 
log includes, among other things, the number and type of residential units and 
whether they are rented, owner occupied or vacant, other buildings in the area, the 
composition of the population (divided into adults and children), and the number 
and type of crimes committed on the territory. Uchastkovyy also must register 
people who own automobiles, guns, or dogs, and do yearly checks to make sure 
that guns are stored properly. They must keep track of foreigners and stateless 
people who live in their territory and check on them monthly. Uchastkovyy gather 
and update this information in several ways. By law, they are supposed to go door 
to door to visit the residents of their precinct once every six months. However, it is 
rare that they actually do this. Instead, they try to update information by talking to 
neighbors or when a member of a household comes to see them to get official 
documents or to register a complaint. Finally, they may get information on 
residents from other units in the MVD, the migration service, or other government 
agencies (health, military, etc.) (Khodzhayeva 2011). 

Uchastkovyy are also required to monitor anyone who has had any interaction 
with the criminal justice system. This includes convicted criminals who have been 
released from prison or who are serving suspended sentences that allow them to 
continue to live in their place of residence but require that they be monitored for a 
certain period of time. As part of court-ordered requirements, these groups are 
required to periodically check in with the uchastkovyy where they are registered to 
live.16 Uchastkovyy must also search for men who are avoiding compulsory 
military service and people on the federal wanted list who are registered in their 
territories. Additionally, the uchastkovyy are supposed to do prophylactic work 
with potential lawbreakers. This includes those suspected of furnishing places for 
prostitution or drug use, who have been involved in domestic abuse situations, 
and, finally, chronic alcoholics, drug addicts, and the mentally ill who have been 
designated as such by a state health care facility. In fact, uchastkovyy are 
encouraged to try to get addicts to voluntarily agree to seek treatment (2002 
Prikaz, Article 9(14)). Uchastkovyy also monitor people who belong to youth 
extremist organizations, people arrested at protests or other large gatherings for 
disturbing the peace, and minors on truancy lists. All of these requirements mean 
that rather than associating with all residents of their territories, the uchastkovyy 
mainly end up working with the “problem” people. 

Uchastkovyy are also responsible for processing fineable violations under 
several articles of the Administrative Code.17 This includes checking that all 
Russian citizens living in their territory have proper internal identification 
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6 L.A. McCarthy 

documents (passports) and are registered properly in their place of residence.18 

Uchastkovyy are also empowered to fine people for disturbing the peace 
(hooliganism).19 The ability to hand out fines for these two types of violations 
provides the greatest opportunity for corruption, as violators often would rather 
pay a bribe than be officially written up. The uchastkovyy’s powers are limited 
when it comes to more serious criminal investigation, a task that is charged to a 
separate part of the police force. Their main role in this sphere is to provide local 
information to other police and law enforcement agencies to help them uncover 
and investigate crimes. If a crime has occurred in their territory, the uchastkovyy 
are responsible for securing the crime scene until the other units arrive, but can 
also be used by the criminal investigation units to assist in their investigation. 
By law, uchastkovyy are strictly prohibited from assisting police units outside of 
their territory. However, in large cities where there are regular events needing 
extra police presence (sporting events, parades, city celebrations, authorized and 
unauthorized gatherings, and protests), this law is frequently ignored 
(Khodzhayeva 2011). 

Once a quarter, uchastkovyy are required to report on their activities at a public 
meeting during evenings or weekends to ensure maximum attendance (Prikaz 
MVD RF No. 975). In this update, they report statistics on crimes in the territory, 
what they have done to investigate them, complaints received from residents, 
information on activities they have done to prevent crime, and, finally, what they 
are doing to improve the overall crime situation. 

In 2012, the deputy head of the Moscow MVD Alexander Gorovoy suggested 
that to do all the tasks the job required an uchastkovyy would have to work 16 
hours a day (Naumov 2012). Consequently, in trying to manage all of these 
demands, the uchastkovyy ends up being primarily a problem solver, using his 
discretion to assess the situation and decide whether to deal with it through official 
or unofficial means (Khodzhayeva 2011; Maksimova 2011). This is very similar to 
police elsewhere who often act as “street-corner politicians” (Muir 1977), 
focusing on informal channels of problem-solving and conflict resolution so that 
the problems do not become more serious, harder to deal with, and therefore more 
time-consuming for the police officer. 

(Under) resourcing 

The issue of under-resourcing is one that plagues uchastkovyy throughout Russia. 
Despite the fact that their pay more than doubled starting in January 2012, salaries 
are still quite low. The most recent MVD order on salaries for police Russia-wide 
sets the base salary for uchastkovyy at 15,000 rubles/month (,$500) and 15,500 
rubles/month (,$517) for a senior uchastkovyy. The salary is indexed to inflation, 
but police also receive significant additional monthly income based on their rank, 
years of service, and service assignments. For example, work in Moscow yields a 
60% increase from the base salary and being an uchastkovyy results in a 40% 
increase.20 Additionally, superiors can award bonuses for doing good work or for 
uncovering particular types of crimes.21 Together, these additional payments 
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7 Post-Soviet Affairs 

make up a significant portion of the uchastkovyy’s take-home pay. Though the law 
forbids uchastkovyy from working outside of the police force, many still do and 
even more would like to (Maksimova 2011). 

Uchastkovyy also get one important non-monetary benefit. The law requires 
that local government provide uchastkovyy housing near their patrol districts after 
six months of service if they do not already live there (Federal’nyy zakon “On the 
Police,” Article 44(3)). Before the across-the-board salary raises were 
implemented, there were a number of other free social benefits, including paid 
vacations at special MVD resorts and free transportation both within Russia and 
abroad (RT.com 2011). Now many of these benefits have been monetized with the 
equivalent value added to their salaries. 

According to Yandex’s job listings website as of April 2013, the salary of a 
starting uchastkovyy in Moscow ranges from 45,000 to 60,000 rubles per month 
($1470–$1955), which includes the basic bonuses and add-ons described above.22 

According to deputy head of the Moscow MVD, Aleksandr Gorovoy, however, 
even with the new police salaries, Moscow uchastkovyy’s salaries have not grown 
in the same proportion to those of uchastkovyy in other regions (Naumov 2012). 
Most uchastkovyy who serve in Moscow cannot afford to live there. Before a 2012 
push in Moscow to provide uchastkovyy with housing, only 2.5% of Moscow 
uchastkovyy lived near where they worked, according to Moscow MVD head, 
Anatoliy Yakunin (RIA Novosti 2012a). If the findings of Khodzhayeva’s (2011) 
research on uchastkovyy in Kazan are transferrable to Moscow, the uchastkovyy’s 
investment in the area he patrols is increased significantly if he lives there or is 
from there. However, according to Yakunin, native Muscovites rarely join the 
police (Boyko and Demchenko 2013). For many young men from the provinces, 
however, becoming an uchastkovyy can be a way to get an education, avoid army 
service, and get an apartment in the metropolis.23 

As of 2011, all police including uchastkovyy are funded and equipped by the 
federal budget, although the local government is charged with providing the 
physical location for the precinct station (Federal’nyy zakon “On the Police” 
Article 48(7)). Precinct stations often lack even the most rudimentary equipment 
for conducting police work (paper, handcuffs, patrol cars). As reported by 
Maksimova (2011) and Khodzhayeva (2011) in their ethnographic studies of 
uchastkovyy in Kazan, this under-resourcing is directly and indirectly responsible 
for forms of corruption seen in the everyday practice of the officers they 
observed.24 Even basic police functions have become commercialized. Citizens 
who want the police to register their complaints or need documents that only the 
police can give them are often asked to pay cash or in-kind for these services. In 
one instance from Kazan, upon asking why a document would take several weeks 
to be ready, the citizen was told that the office was out of paper for printing. When 
she returned with a ream of paper, the document was processed immediately 
(Maksimova 2011). Of course, this sort of minor corruption is not the biggest 
problem caused by under-resourcing, as police often engage in more proactive 
forms of corrupt behavior, including falsification of information for criminal cases 
and shakedowns of migrants and businesses. 
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8 L.A. McCarthy 

Institutional structure and hierarchy 

Another problem that limits the uchastkovyy’s ability to work closely with the 
residents of their territories is the structure of the police system. Uchastkovyy are 
at the bottom of an intensely hierarchical and military-like system, similar to the 
organizational structure of the police during the Soviet period (Shelley 1996; 
Gladarev 2012). Subordination to the chain of command is an important governing 
principle and therefore uchastkovyy are completely dependent on their superiors. 
There are several levels of command above the uchastkovyy in his/her region: first 
his own station boss, above him the deputy head of the local police, above him the 
head of the local police, and finally the head of the regional police. In addition, 
uchastkovyy are also subordinate to the head of their service at the federal level 
(Paneyakh et al. 2012). They must fulfill orders from all of these superiors, with 
each having different priorities and asking for different information. Because there 
is such a distrust of aggregated statistics from law enforcement – each level has 
incentives to misrepresent and make their statistics look better – the standard 
practice is to ask for information from the very lowest level, the uchastkovyy, 
further increasing their paperwork obligations.25 

Uchastkovyy are often subject to verbal abuse and punishment from above for 
unclear or unfair reasons. Punishment can occur in multiple ways, all of which 
de facto reduce the uchastkovyy’s take-home pay. The uchastkovyy’s ability to 
receive bonuses or promotion can be suspended for a designated period of time if 
their superior deems it appropriate, regardless of how well they do their work or 
what they accomplish during that period. Punishment does not have to be justified 
and cannot be appealed within the police department, which can lead to the 
superiors doling it out on a whim for whatever they happen to be dissatisfied with 
(Maksimova 2011). Another way that superiors can punish subordinates is by 
forcing them to work overtime. Punishment also limits opportunities to earn 
additional income by moonlighting, even though it is technically illegal. At the 
beginning and end of his shift, the uchastkovyy must go to the precinct station for 
roll call to report on what happened during his shift, or if he is just starting, the 
plans for his shift (Khodzhayeva 2011). While this is supposed to be a time when 
results are discussed and uchastkovyy get briefings and assignments, in reality, 
according to Maksimova (2011), it serves primarily as a time to dress down and 
punish subordinates for perceived inadequacies, primarily for not meeting their 
numerical targets. Starting in January 2009, the heads and deputy heads of local, 
regional, and national police units began receiving 40,000 rubles a month to be 
distributed to their subordinates as a way to incentivize them through an additional 
system of bonuses. This has continued to keep them dependent on their superiors 
and discourages any deviation from the chain of command (Gladarev 2012). 

Quota system 

Uchastkovyy, like all police in the MVD, operate on a quota system, known 
informally as the palochnaya sistema (stick system), which has basically remained 
the same since the Soviet era. The quota system designates quarterly target 
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9 Post-Soviet Affairs 

numbers for each precinct to fill, specifying the precise number and types of 
crimes that should be uncovered and solved in that time period based on priorities 
set by the federal center (Novikova 2011). For example, in Kazan, each precinct is 
responsible for arresting and processing four charges for public drunkenness and 
two hooliganism charges each day, as well as uncovering one drug den every six 
months (Maksimova 2011). Because the targets are set from above, they do not 
always match the actual situation on the ground, but because of the hierarchy of 
subordination, they must be followed. Failure to fulfill the targets leads to 
reprimands from the regional level, which make their way down the hierarchical 
chain and result in punishment for the uchastkovyy (Paneyakh et al. 2012). This 
leaves the uchastkovyy little choice but to focus on the targets rather than 
responding to local needs. The numbers are also expected to increase each year, 
which is often unrealistic given the situation on the ground. Uchastkovyy are also 
assessed on whether they meet the time limits set by the Criminal Procedure Code 
to resolve each reported incident. After receiving a report, the uchastkovyy has 
10 days to look into the incident, regardless of how complex the inquiry is or what 
it requires (Maksimova 2011). 

The quota system leads to a perverse set of incentives and results in inefficient 
and often corrupt behaviors by uchastkovyy.26 Manipulation and outright 
falsification of statistics have become the norm (Novikova 2011). In 2011, upon 
reviewing practices in 80 of 83 regions, the Prosecutor General Yuriy Chaika 
declared that “no one believes in the objectivity of criminal statistics anymore” 
(Makedonov and Falyakhov 2011; RAPSI 2011). Once uchastkovyy have filled 
their quotas, they have virtually free rein to pursue their own economic gains 
through extortion and bribe taking, a particularly post-Soviet practice (Taylor 
2014a). 

In her ethnographic study of uchastkovyy in Kazan, Maksimova (2011) 
describes how uchastkovyy respond to the limitations imposed by the quota 
system. Uchastkovyy try to formally fulfill the demands of the system by arresting 
people for minor violations that are not really threats to the public order (e.g., 
people who have had a few drinks but are not disturbing anyone) or in the process 
of responding to one situation make an arrest or hand out a fine for something 
completely different (e.g., when dealing with a domestic dispute, giving one of the 
residents a fine for registration violations). To meet the quotas, they may also 
poach crimes from other territories. For example, uchastkovyy who serve in 
“quiet” regions have a hard time fulfilling their quota for arresting drunk people, 
so they may go to a neighboring region and bring back the appropriate number of 
drunk people to their precinct for processing (Khodzhayeva 2011). They also 
profile. Using their power to hand out fines to Russian citizens for registration and 
passport violations, they specifically target vulnerable populations like migrant 
workers from the North Caucasus, at first to fill their quotas and then to extort 
additional payments for themselves (Light 2010; Taylor 2014a). 

Uchastkovyy also overtly and knowingly violate the law. They turn people 
away whose complaints they think will go nowhere, even though by law they are 
required to register any complaint that comes to them. If the complaint comes to 
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10 L.A. McCarthy 

them by telephone or in written form, they will try to determine whether it can be 
cleared before registering it.27 When supervisors visit, uchastkovyy may literally 
hide case files that have gone over the time limit so they do not have to face the 
wrath of their superiors (Khodzhayeva 2011).28 These practices are further 
enabled by a closed and close-knit organizational culture in which uchastkovyy 
often collaborate to cover up misbehavior and protect their own (Zernova 2012). 
For them, all of this is strategic behavior, given the consequences for not fulfilling 
target numbers. 

The uchastkovyy and the public 

If the uchastkovyy aremeant to be the bridge between the people and the police, it is 
critical not just to understand how the institution operates from the perspective of its 
members, but also to see how the broader public experiences the institution. There is 
no question that the institutional limitations described above inhibit the 
uchastkovyy’s ability to respond to local demands, as they are more attuned to 
institutional pressures that impact their salaries and opportunities for promotion 
than they are to the demands of the people they are supposed to be serving. This 
inevitably has an effect on the way the population experiences their service. The 
great majority of crime control and prevention happens locally and largely depends 
on the willingness of the public to share information and cooperate with the police 
force. They are unlikely to do this if their experiences with the police are negative, 
instead actively avoiding police or disengaging from the system altogether. This 
section turns to Muscovites’ interactions with and opinions of their uchastkovyy 
based on survey and focus group data. I first discuss my research methods and then 
investigate howMuscovites assess the performance of their uchastkovyy. I then turn 
to the contact between the population and their uchastkovyy, discussing howoften it 
happens, under what circumstances, and how the outcomes of those interactions 
impact assessment of the uchastkovyy. Finally, I discuss uchastkovyy misbehavior 
as reported by both survey and focus group respondents. 

Research methods 

In November 2011, the International Center for the Study of Institutions and 
Development hired a leading polling firm based in Moscow, the Levada Center, to 
conduct a survey of a representative sample of 1550 adult residents of Moscow on 
their attitudes toward and experiences with the police, including a battery of 
questions about uchastkovyy. We employed a multi-stage stratification strategy, 
first establishing the proportion of respondents to be chosen in each of Moscow’s 
10 administrative districts (okruga) based on their share of the population. Within 
each administrative district, we selected from one to seven regions (rayony). The 
probability that each region was selected was weighted according to population. In 
all, we included 50 of Moscow’s 123 regions in the sample. At the next stage, 
interviewers selected three to four electoral districts within each region and 
sampled households within each electoral district. Interviewers spoke with 
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11 Post-Soviet Affairs 

respondents face-to-face at their homes, and only one respondent per household 
took part in the survey. The response rate of those who were contacted was 41%, 
and 40% of those who took part in the survey were telephoned to check the 
accuracy of their responses as reported by the interviewers. 

Additionally, I administered a series of four focus groups in Moscow in July 2012. 
The focus groups were led by a professional focus group moderator at the Levada 
Center and consisted of eight participants each. Though the focus groupswere focused 
on the police more generally, discussions about uchastkovyy came up in all but one 
group. Recruiters found participants via a modified snowball sampling procedure 
through pre-established networks of willing participants, the standard practice for 
assembling focus groups in Russia. None of the participants had ever participated in a 
focus group before. The selection criteria for the focus groups were based on the 
participant’s personal experience with the police in the previous 10 years. Two groups 
consisted of participants who had had experience with the police, and two of 
participants who had had no such experience.29 Participants exhibited a wide range of 
ages and all but one group consisted of an equal number of men and women.30 The 
groups were mostly composed of ethnic Russians, which means that their views may 
not represent the views of more vulnerable segments of the population. 

Uchastkovyy performance 

In the survey, the primary questionwe relied on to assess uchastkovyy performance 
was a direct question about each respondent’s particular uchastkovyy (Table 1). 
Most surprising was the fact that over 50% of respondents felt they had no basis on 
which to make this assessment. Despite the fact that uchastkovyy are supposed to 
visit each residence twice per year, only 27% of those surveyed reported that they 
had had an encounter with their uchastkovyy in the past year (n ¼ 424).31 

Uchastkovyy contacts made up only 38% of total police contacts that survey 
respondents had experienced in the past 12 months. In the focus groups, only one 
participant said that her apartment was regularly visited by the uchastkovyy. 

We live in a small [five-story] building . . .  Our uchastkovyy comes once a month. 
We don’t have many apartments in our building. He comes by and asks everyone 
how they are, but everyone knows him by face. Also, we have a gun in our house so 
he comes and inspects it. It’s now required that we keep it in a safe. It’s not just that 

Table 1. How would you assess the work of your uchastkovyy, are you satisfied with it? 

Response No. of people Percentage of responses 

Completely satisfied 50 3 
Mostly satisfied 324 21 
Equally satisfied and dissatisfied 269 17 
Mostly dissatisfied 67 4 
Completely dissatisfied 23 2 
Do not know anything about his 817 53 

work/hard to say 
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12 L.A. McCarthy 

you get permission and that’s it. He comes and says, “show me where your safe is.” 
We show him the safe. “Here’s where the guns are stored.” We know our 
uchastkovyy all because he comes by and asks how we’re doing. (FG4-F-38) 

While approximately 70% of respondents know where they can find their local 
precinct station, only 36% know how to reach their uchastkovyy by telephone, either 
at his precinct office or on hismobile phone.Because uchastkovyy spendmost of their 
time on foot patrol, having their mobile number is the quickest and sometimes the 
only way to get in touch with them. Although a person could walk to the precinct 
station to register a complaint, there is no guarantee that anyonewould be there if it is 
outside the designateddrop-in hours.While citizens can always call the general police 
line (02), these calls are usually routed to the patrol service, not the uchastkovyy. 

Each of the police subdivisions in Moscow’s administrative regions has its own 
website, where it is possible to find not only where the precinct offices are located 
and their phone numbers, but also a name and picture of the officer in charge of 
each residence, listed by street name and apartment block. Some of the officers 
have also chosen to list their mobile telephone numbers.32 Their on-the-ground 
outreach, however, has been less impressive than their online outreach efforts. In 
focus groups, several of the participants complained about the fact that they did 
not know how to contact their uchastkovyy. This reflects a broader trend in Russia. 
A survey conducted by Public Verdict suggested that 60% of Russians do not 
know who their uchastkovyy is at all (Public Verdict 2008). One focus group 
participant described her experience trying to contact her uchastkovyy to report 
her neighbor for making excessive noise. 

I tried to call the uchastkovyy, but I couldn’t find him, because when I called the 
number that was given on the website, no one picked up, they never do. So then I 
called the district station (otdeleniye) and said: “Where’s your uchastkovyy?” And 
they said to me: “Call or go down to the precinct station. If you can’t find him, come 
to us and you can file a written complaint.” They were very calm about the fact that 
their uchastkovyy wasn’t where he was supposed to be and that it was impossible to 
get in touch with him. I knew I wasn’t going to win this fight. (FG3-F-47) 

In addition to the direct question about the performance of the respondents’ own 
uchastkovyy, we also asked a series of questions about how well police in Moscow 
handled particular tasks. Though the wording of these questions did not refer 
specifically to the uchastkovyy, two of these tasks fall primarily within the 
competence of the uchastkovyy and the patrol service:maintaining public order and 
safety on the streets and crime control and prevention (Table 2). So while this is not 
as targeted as some of our other questions, it can give us a sense of how people think 
their police and by extension their uchastkovyy are performing at the local level. 
Unlike the question about the performance of their specific uchastkovyy, nearly 
everyone in the survey was able to answer this second set of questions. 

Respondents appear to be neutral to positive in their opinions of police 
performance on these tasks. This is a somewhat surprising finding and a notable 
difference between the focus groups and the survey data. One would think that 
given the general opinion that police are corrupt, ineffective, and untrustworthy, 
very few people would be satisfied with the way they carry out their assigned 
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13 Post-Soviet Affairs 

Table 2. How would you assess the work of the Moscow police along the following 
lines? 

Maintaining public order and 
safety on the streets 

Crime control and 
prevention 

Response 
No. of 
people 

Percentage 
of responses 

No. of 
people 

Percentage 
of responses 

Excellent 20 1 22 1 
Good 364 24 236 15 
Satisfactory 928 60 750 48 
Bad 179 12 303 20 
Very bad 19 1 57 4 
Hard to say 40 2 182 12 

functions. There are several possible explanations for this outcome. The first has to 
do with low expectations. Neutral responses may indicate that the expectations of 
state officials and the police in particular are so low that any basic functionality is 
considered good enough. This is also reflected later in some of the data on 
uchastkovyy contact, in which people give uchastkovyy high ratings for simply 
doing their jobs. A second explanation is that people may, in fact, actually be 
neutral about many aspects of policing. This reflects a pattern in the survey data 
more generally, with the neutral opinion being the modal answer for many of our 
questions. Finally, people who do not have much experience with the police may 
have a generally negative opinion of the institution based on stories that they have 
heard, but when asked to assess them more specifically, in the absence of personal 
experience, have no reason to say anything negative. 

Though only 7% of the survey respondents knew how uchastkovyy were 
assessed by their superiors, participants in the focus groups displayed some 
recognition of the structural limitations that uchastkovyy – and police more 
generally – face. Based on the focus groups, there appears to be a general 
understanding that the police work “for check marks,” as several respondents 
brought this up when trying to explain why the police behaved the way that they 
did. One set of focus group participants, when confronted by the institutional 
limitations placed on uchastkovyy by their superiors, even expressed empathy 
with the uchastkovyy. The moderator gave the hypothetical scenario of an 
uchastkovyy who helped a victim of domestic violence by writing out the 
complaint form for her so she “really only needed to sign her name on it.” The 
uchastkovyy was then punished by his superiors for breaking the rules, because the 
woman should have written the complaint herself. The moderator asked whether 
the participants thought the uchastkovyy had exceeded his authority. Almost all 
agreed that he had not and that his superiors had been excessively harsh. 

Uchastkovyy contact 

Literature on trust in the police suggests that the type of interaction with a police 
officer, particularly who initiated the contact, can have an important impact on the 
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14 L.A. McCarthy 

perception of that encounter (Brown and Benedict 2002; Ivkovic 2008). Voluntary 
contacts (initiated by the person) tend to produce more positive feelings toward the 
police than involuntary contacts (initiated by the police). Of the 424 people who 
experienced an encounter with their uchastkovyy in the previous year, 36% of 
them had initiated the contact themselves (with an additional 7% saying they had 
both initiated contact). Another 38% reported that the officer initiated contact.33 

Respondents reported a total of 200 self-initiated contacts with uchastkovyy, 
including those who had mutually initiated contact and those who initiated contact 
multiple times. Only 17 respondents had initiated contact with the police on 
multiple occasions, and none more than twice. Unsurprisingly, most citizen-
initiated contact with their local police is out of necessity. Since the uchastkovyy is 
in charge of registering various items (firearms, cars, dogs, etc.) and documents, 
the greatest number of contacts (35%) had to do with obtaining official paperwork. 
Twenty-nine percent had contacted police to complain about disturbances of some 
kind in their neighborhood and 20% had been a victim of crime. An additional 8% 
had witnessed something. Other contacts included various problems with 
neighbors (8%) and damage caused by poorly maintained public utilities (2%). 
Women and the elderly were slightly more likely to initiate contact. 

Uchastkovyy tended to interact with residents on an as-needed basis. 
Respondents reported 214 uchastkovyy-initiated contacts, including those who 
had mutually initiated contact and those who initiated contact multiple times. Most 
of these contacts (60%) were a result of one of their regularly required visits to 
each residence; 15% of the contacts involved uchastkovyy asking the respondent 
for assistance either as a witness to a crime or to act as a witness to a search.34 

Another 12% had met their uchastkovyy casually on the street or talked to him 
because they were returning to live in the precinct again. 

There is no statistically significant difference in people’s assessments of the 
uchastkovyy depending on who initiated contact (Table 3). This could be because 
there are very few police-initiated contacts mentioned in which the uchastkovyy 
may have behaved aggressively or where the respondent would have considered 

Table 3. Contact initiation and uchastkovyy satisfaction (responses in percent). 

How satisfied are you with the work of your uchastkovyy? 

Completely Equally Completely Do not know 
or mostly satisfied and or mostly anything about his 

Who initiated contact? satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied work/hard to say 

I initiated contact (n ¼ 159)

The officer initiated contact

(n ¼ 164)

We both initiated contact

(n ¼ 31)

No one initiated contact,

we just ran into each other

(n ¼ 75)


54 23 10 12 
45 23 6 26 

55 29 7 10 

51 21 12 16 
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15 Post-Soviet Affairs 

the uchastkovyy’s contact an unwelcome intrusion. Only one person was 
contacted by the uchastkovyy as a suspect in a crime, and those who were subject 
to registration checks or had complaints lodged against them numbered in the 
single digits (six and eight people, respectively). 

There aremixedfindings in the literature about how the content of the interaction 
can affect attitudes toward the police. Research in theUS context has shown that the 
impact of negative encounters with the police can be up to 14 times as powerful as 
the impact of positive encounters (Skogan 2006). Other scholars argue that a fair 
process when police officers deal with citizen requests and complaints–providing 
procedural justice–is as important if not more important than what happens as a 
result of that complaint (Tyler and Huo 2002; Sunshine and Tyler 2003; Tyler and 
Fagan 2008). 

In our survey, the uchastkovyy met this procedural justice standard in 62% of 
the 190 total complaints that people registered with them, with respondents saying 
that the uchastkovyy “conscientiously dealt with my request and did everything 
possible to fix my problem.” The rest of the response options were ones that did 
not include a procedural justice component, regardless of the outcome. Thirty-two 
percent of complainants received a formal but not enthusiastic response, in which 
the uchastkovyy “formally dealt with my request (took my complaint/listened, but 
then slacked off),” or they had to wait a long time for their request to be dealt with, 
which it ultimately was. Two respondents had to pay the uchastkovyy before he 
would deal with their request and three reported that the uchastkovyy did nothing 
about their problem at all. Although our survey only looked at procedural justice in 
citizen-initiated contacts, Table 4 shows that the perception that people received 
fair treatment appears to matter a lot in how respondents assess the work of the 

Table 4. Impact of treatment during complaint process on satisfaction ratings (in percent). 

How satisfied are you with the work of your 
uchastkovyy? 

Do not know 
Completely Equally Completely anything about 

What was the reaction to your or mostly satisfied and or mostly his work/hard 
request? satisfied dissatisfied dissatisfied to say 

Conscientiously dealt with 46 9 – 6 
my request and did everything 
possible to fix my problem 
Formally dealt with my request 6  13  8  5  
(took my complaint/listened, 
but then slacked off); dealt with 
it but it took a long time 
Required bribing to deal with – 1 1 – 
my request 
Did not deal with my request – – 1 1 
Other 1 2 – – 
Difficult to say 1 – – 1 

Note: n ¼ 185; percentages are of total number of complaints. 
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16 L.A. McCarthy 

uchastkovyy.35 Although the numbers of people falling into each category are 
small, the difference is tremendous. 

As noted above, the expectations appear to be so low that when the uchastkovyy 
do what they are supposed to do and people feel treated well, they are much more 
likely to have high marks of approval. One focus group participant also told a story 
that supports this interpretation. He had lost his passport and had to get it replaced. 
Though it took a long time, “the actual interactionwith the uchastkovyy leftmewith 
a fine impression. It wasn’t totally formal or unfriendly and he didn’t try to blowme 
off. It was normal” (FG3-M-47). In other words, citizens just want their 
uchastkovyy to do his/her job. In her study of uchastkovyy in Kazan, Maksimova 
reported that in the majority of interactions that she observed between uchastkovyy 
and citizens, they “behaved completely correctly in dealingwith law violators, even 
when the lawbreakers insulted them and yelled at them” (2011, 163).36 

The number of survey respondents who reported receiving not only positive 
outcomes but also good service contrasts with the stories told by focus group 
participants and in other smaller-scale interview projects conducted by other 
scholars (Gerber and Mendelson 2008; Zernova 2012). One focus group 
participant told the story of when she was harassed by a man on the street who 
accused her of kidnapping one of her children. She is dark skinned and dark haired 
and her son is blonde with blue eyes. To escape, she ran with her children into a 
store with him in pursuit, screaming further accusations. He then left the area and 
she went to the precinct station. When she told the uchastkovyy what had 
happened, his response surprised her: 

Masha (FG3-F-34): Do you know what [the uchastkovyy] said to me? “Did he hit 
you?” I said, “no.” [He said] “That means there’s no case.” I said: “How is there no 
case? I know where he lives, I know who he is.” [He said] “No, that’s not enough” 

Moderator: How did it end? 

Masha: Nothing happened. [The uchastkovyy said] we can’t bring a case because he 
didn’t touch me. I said: “No. He has to have touched me? That’s just great.” [He 
said] “We don’t have any laws on that.” And that was it. 

In Kazan, Maksimova outlines how the system of meeting statistical targets often 
drives uchastkovyy to do everything possible to try to avoid registering complaints 
that they know are dead ends, especially property theft (Maksimova 2011). 
Unfortunately, the survey data are not fine-grained enough to reveal exactly the 
type of complaints that were made and whether they were of the type that the 
uchastkovyy would consider difficult and therefore discourage or ignore entirely. 
However, one focus group participant experienced this tactic when her son’s 
bicycle was stolen from their apartment corridor (FG2-F-33). The first thing she 
did was call the uchastkovyy, who she hoped would come immediately because 
the trail was still hot. Instead of coming, he told her to call the district station and 
gave her the telephone number. Through her own diligent detective work, she was 
able to find the bicycle thief, a friend of her son’s, and eventually managed to get 
him to return the bicycle, but not before having to pursue the issue in court and 
with virtually no help from the police. When the moderator asked the participants 
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17 Post-Soviet Affairs 

to assess the actions of the uchastkovyy, they were split. Several said that he 
should have come immediately, another questioned his decision to give her the 
district station’s phone number rather than having her call the general police 
number (02). Others recognized that his powers were limited and that conducting 
investigative actions might not be within those powers. 

Uchastkovyy misbehavior 

Police misbehavior and corruption is something that has been widely reported on in 
Russia. In particular, residents of larger cities, includingMoscow, tend to havemore 
experiences with police misbehavior (Gerber and Mendelson 2008). In a small-

scale interview project, Zernova (2012) found that people are afraid of the police 
when they have witnessed misbehavior or believe that the police are violent and 
collaborate with criminals and can behave with impunity with little likelihood of 
punishment from their superiors.37 In our survey,we asked our respondentswhether 
or not they hadwitnessed any “unfair actions such as beating citizens, taking bribes, 
workingwhile drunk, etc.” committed by their uchastkovyy in the past year. Thirty

eight people (3% of the study population) said that they had. While this does not 
seem like a large number, when extended to the population of Moscow, it is a 
potentially staggering amount of uchastkovyy misconduct. Taking the official 
population statistics from the 2010 census, 11,514,300 people live in Moscow. Our 
population survey is a representative sample, which suggests that there could be up 
to 290,000 instances of uchastkovyy misbehavior yearly.38 This also likely 
underestimates the number of instances of police misbehavior, given that one of the 
most frequent target of shakedowns is unregistered migrants. Migrants do not 
appear in official population counts and did not feature in our survey population. 

According to our survey, much of this misbehavior goes unreported. Of the 38 
people who witnessed it, 21 did not report the uchastkovyy. For the 17 that did 
report, 12 of them reported it to the regional office of the Interior Ministry 
(ROVD). Others reported to local government, NGOs, supervisory organs (the 
prosecutor), hotlines, or the general police number (02). Only two respondents 
reported to more than one place. In the focus groups, participants mentioned 
several instances of uchastkovyy misbehavior. One participant asked his 
uchastkovyy to deal with prostitutes in a neighboring apartment. 

Anton (FG2-M-32): At first I tried to shame [the women], but I ended up being 
embarrassed myself about what I heard in the corridor. They tried to come to an 
agreement with me – that I could also come as their “guest.” So I went to the 
uchastkovyy. It was crazy! Six young children live on our floor. It was a good thing 
I, a grown man, heard what was going on in the hallway and not a child. It’s just 
shameful. The uchastkovyy dealt with it, warning them. 

Moderator: And what happened? 

Anton: They started being quieter. 

Oksana (FG2-F-33): They came to an agreement [implying an exchange of sex]. 

Anton: My mother is retired, she hears him visiting them. 
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18 L.A. McCarthy 

In another instance, Dmitriy discussed how he had worked out an informal 
arrangement with the uchastkovyy. He had shot a stray dog living in the courtyard 
that had bitten his wife. The elderly woman who had been feeding and caring for 
the dog complained that he had been cruel to animals and so the uchastkovyy came 
to speak with him. 

Dmitrii (FG2-M-39): The uchastkovyy came, we sat for a while. I took him to a 
restaurant and that was it. The case ended . . .  The complaint was written up and then 
I went to the restaurant. We relaxed there, I have connections there. He then became 
my friend, now I call him for any questions, as if nothing ever happened. 

Aleksandr (FG2-M-49): Plied him with alcohol [accusingly]. 

The implication in Aleksandr’s statement is that Dmitriy had bought off the 
uchastkovyy by taking him out to the restaurant and, in exchange, the uchastkovyy 
did not investigate further or issue a citation. Whereas Alexander saw this as a 
clear violation of the law, Dmitriy saw it as a completely reasonable response to 
the situation. 

Focus group participants also implied that non-Muscovite uchastkovyy might 
be more likely to misbehave. Expressing skepticism about their motivations for 
working in Moscow, they suggested that they had little interest in actually serving 
the Moscow population, but instead were primarily out for their own personal 
enrichment and therefore behaved with impunity. The following exchange took 
place in one of the focus groups. 

Yulia (FG2-F-33): They’re all young. 

Max (FG2-M-39): And they’re all from somewhere else too. They’re not interested. 
They are only interested after they get their apartment. 

Yulia: Apartment, yes, an apartment. 

Max: That’s what he’s interested in. They make enough money. I work as a 
coordinator at one of the hotels, I work 12 hours a day. Imake two times less thanwhat 
he’s making. Their minimum salary is now 50,000 rubles a month or more. Plus then 
they do some kind of securitywork at night, right. He’smaking 70,000 rubles amonth. 

Yulia: And he also goes from apartment to apartment [implying that he is also 
collecting bribes from the residents]. 

Max: And goes from apartment to apartment, because we have some people from the 
Caucasus [living in our apartment], half the apartment block. 

Yulia: Yes, same here. 

Max: They also go to those prostitutes, imagine how bad [it must be for the 
uchastkovyy, sarcastically]. 

Yulia: Yes, that’s just great. 

Moscow uchastkovyy, imperfect but necessary 

Taken together, the focus group and survey data suggest that people are looking 
for two main improvements in the uchastkovyy: greater local presence and for 
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19 Post-Soviet Affairs 

them do their jobs. In terms of police presence, the survey asked on a scale of 1 to 5 
(with 1 being “completely unnecessary” and 5 as “extremely necessary”) how 
necessary it was to have an uchastkovyy in their region. Eighty-seven percent of 
the people answered 4 or 5, including the vast majority (91%) of the 635 people 
who said that they did not know anything about the work of their own 
uchastkovyy.39 

Focus group participants echoed this sentiment, reminiscing fondly about a time 
when uchastkovyy were more present in their lives. They expressed a desire to be 
able to recognize their uchastkovyy in person as well as have his phone number so 
that they could get in touch in case they had a problem. Several described previous 
positive interactions with their uchastkovyy and mentioned that they still had his 
business card and phone number displayed in an easy-to-find location in case it was 
needed. Frequent turnover made this difficult, however, they admitted. According 
to the law on uchastkovyy, they are supposed to give out these business cards 
regularly and post information in each building with the name and contact 
information of the uchastkovyy in charge (2002Prikaz,Article 5(8)).40 Even though 
focus group participants expressed a desire for more visible uchastkovyy presence, 
there was an acknowledgement of the limitations that they face: 

I would like to see a normally functioning system of uchastkovyy . . .  I don’t see 
them at all. I even looked on the website, honestly, trying to ask a question and I 
couldn’t find anything in our territory about where or who the uchastkovyy was. 
Some years ago, they gave out a free newspaper in our region where there were even 
photos of these people. I noticed that every uchastkovyy had several territories, 
some even more than two. That is, even then, they couldn’t do anything. And now I 
have the feeling that they don’t exist at all. (FG2-F-30) 

This is not a phenomenon unique to Moscow. In previous survey work in Russia, 
Robertson and her collaborators (Robertson 2005) found that a significant number 
of respondents in three medium-sized cities indicated that they would like to be in 
closer contact with their uchastkovyy (48% in 2001 and 68% in 2003). 

Additionally, respondents expressed the importance of the uchastkovyy doing 
the job assigned to them. Table 5 shows the series of yes/no questions asked of 

Table 5. Should uchastkovyy perform the following duties? (In percent of total 
responses.) 

Duty Yes No Difficult to say 

Keep public order in his precinct 97 2 1 
Uncover and stop minor crime 94 4 2 
Periodically update records on the inhabitants 84 12 4 

of each apartment, their legal residence 
documents, criminal record, possession of guns, 
pets, etc. 

Find abandoned vehicles in his territory 82 14 5 
Periodically visit all residences 80 15 5 
Periodically report on activities to the 79 13 8 

public 
Deal with environmental violations 66 26 8 
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20 L.A. McCarthy 

survey respondents about duties the uchastkovyy should be performing, giving a 
sense of what they value the uchastkovyy for. 

That there is great support for the uchastkovyy keeping order and preventing 
crime is unsurprising. Worth some discussion, however, is the fact that most people 
think the uchastkovyy should be doing fairly intrusive monitoring of the territory’s 
residents. One possible explanation is that people are accustomed to having this 
institution around and are simply used to this type and level of monitoring. Or, 
perhaps they feel that, as good law-abiding citizens, they have nothing to hide so the 
monitoring is not perceived as intrusive. But conversations from the focus groups 
suggest another possible explanation. Many participants expressed a strong fear of 
crime, which they connected with the presence of migrants in the city.41 In this 
atmosphere, it may be that people want to make sure that someone is keeping track 
of who lives where, who is doing what, and where existing and potential criminals 
reside. This is a function that the uchastkovyy is supposed to be carrying out. The 
people’s disappointment at the lack of presence and strong feelings about the 
necessity of the uchastkovyy, then, may be an indication that they do not feel that 
this type of monitoring is happening and consequently feel less safe. 

Media coverage of crime, especially statements by police officials, reinforces 
this fear. In February 2013, the head of the Moscow MVD, Anatoliy Yakunin, 
announced that almost half of the crimes committed in Moscow (48%) in the 
previous year were committed by non-Muscovites, including over 70% of the 
murders (Pravda.ru 2012; Boyko and Demchenko 2013). The Moscow Prosecutor 
General, SergeyKuneyev,wasmore specific in a speech inAugust 2012, noting that 
of solved crimes, one in three rapes, one in six armed robberies, and one in seven 
drug crimes were committed by migrants or stateless people (RIA Novosti 2012b). 

In focus groups, participants expressed feeling increasingly isolated from their 
neighbors and fearful of who might be living near them. Whereas before, they said, 
they kneweveryone on their floor or hallway, now there are renterswhomove in and 
out, and they are usually migrant workers. They often specified that the types of 
people who made them the most concerned were those “who don’t speak Russian,” 
“who come from elsewhere,” and with whom they felt they could not carry on a 
“normal” conversation or speak to at all. Though this does not describe all of the 
people’s feelings in the focus groups, it was an unexpected majority. According to 
one participant in a discussion about what he would do about noisy neighbors: 

This is my logic: it’s enough that I know all my neighbors. If the people who move in 
to rent the apartment are guest workers, then it’s useless to go and talk to them if [the 
disturbances] are happening every day. Of course, that’s a call to the uchastkovyy: 
“It’s your precinct, take care of it. It’s disturbing my life, sleep.” (FG2-M-49) 

These concerns are reflected in a new policy announced by the Moscow police in 
October 2013. Triggered by rising anti-migrant sentiment and riots in a Moscow 
suburb, the police plan to undertake weekly raids on apartments reportedly occupied 
by illegal migrants. In introducing the program, Moscow Mayor Sergey Sobyanin 
stated “Until we know who lives in our houses, until the major part of them are 
registered, therewill always be serious problemswith public order” (Krainova 2013). 
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Conclusion and looking forward 

Muscovites’ relationships with their uchastkovyy are at present quite mixed. 
Citizens believe uchastkovyy still have significant improvements to make before 
becoming the model of a conscientious and friendly local police officer who knows 
and protects the residents of his territory. As the trust-building bridge between the 
people and the rest of law enforcement, they still have work to do. Statistically 
speaking, having had contact with an uchastkovyy is not associated with higher 
levels of trust in the police, nor is it associatedwith lower levels of trust. On the other 
hand, thosewho have contacted their uchastkovyy and received good service have a 
very positive view of his work. In other words, people want to know where to find 
their uchastkovyy and know that if they need him, he will do his job and deal 
appropriatelywith their requests. Thismay offer an important, if limited,windowof 
opportunity for bettering citizen–police relations at the local level, even if it does 
not have an impact on broader institutional trust. On the other hand, uchastkovyy are 
hemmed in by an institutional structure that limits their abilities to respond 
adequately to citizen requests because they are overburdened with duties and 
paperwork and concerned about meeting their quotas. This final section of the 
article discusses the possibilities for the future. 

Changing the relationship between the citizens and their uchastkovyy in 
Moscow is a two-sided process. It requires significant changes in the institutional 
structure and functioning of the uchastkovyy so that they can be responsive to local 
needs. At the same time, a willingness on the part of the public to participate in the 
maintenance of public safety is also critical. The good news for uchastkovyy is that 
the public not only consider them necessary but are also open to this sort of 
cooperation. As part of our survey, we asked respondents what sorts of activities 
they would be willing to participate in to influence the crime situation at the local 
level: 38% expressed an interest in attending a publicmeetingwith the uchastkovyy 
to discuss hiswork; 41%would participate in a gathering of neighbors to discuss the 
local crime situation; and 21% would participate in a committee composed of 
residents and police meeting monthly. Intentions and actions may differ greatly, 
however. Studies from the USA show that even when trust in the police is high, it is 
difficult to get ongoing community participation in these types of activities (Grinc 
1994; Skogan 1996). Furthermore, it is unclear whether citizens even value them 
(Webb and Katz 1997). Officers are also skeptical about this level of engagement 
with the public, worrying that greater engagement with the community takes away 
police authority to set their own agenda (Skogan 1996). 

Cooperation from the public is not costless for the uchastkovyy. Survey 
respondents expressed strong support for a public role in assessing the 
performance of uchastkovyy, with 67% saying that the public should be either 
the sole judge of uchastkovyy performance (16%) or do it jointly with the MVD 
(51%). Over 60% of survey respondents believe that the MVD as an institution is 
not transparent and believe that public participation is an important aspect of 
increasing the police’s accountability to the public and therefore improving their 
image and performance. 
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From the police side, the MVD has made some changes to improve the 
uchastkovyy’s institutional environment. The 2012 internal governing order which 
went into effect in April 2013 is oriented toward renewing the uchastkovyy’s role 
as the bridge between the police and the people (2012 Prikaz). It has fixed some, 
but not all, of the problems inhibiting effective work by the uchastkovyy, with the 
greatest improvements involving resourcing and the limitation of duties. 

Along with all other police, the uchastkovyy had their salaries dramatically 
increased starting in January 2012. This is meant to strengthen the incoming 
cadres of police and attract more talented police officers. Indeed, the money police 
officers are now eligible to receive as they move up the chain has more than 
doubled from previous salary levels (Falaleyev 2013). The 2012 order also 
addresses the lack of professional resources, laying out in detail the materials and 
supplies that each uchastkovyy and precinct station must be equipped with and 
guaranteeing funding from the federal budget (2012 Prikaz). This is intended to 
remove the burden from uchastkovyy themselves, who often have to obtain these 
basic resources with their own money, and to cut down on the small-scale 
corruption and bribery that can occur because of the under-resourcing (Gololobov 
2013). Importantly, the new order requires uchastkovyy to have work mobile 
telephones so they are easier to get in touch with. They are also now required to 
distribute business cards to each resident in their territory with their contact 
information (Polosatov 2013). 

The uchastkovyy’s duties have also been limited. They are no longer allowed 
to be taken away from their territory for other policing duties. They are also no 
longer allowed to fulfill requests for information from non-law enforcement 
agencies such as the tax service, anti-monopoly service, health care authorities, 
and environmental protection agents (Posypkina 2013). Other parts of the new 
order, however, require them to take on more tasks. They must now do more 
intensive prophylactic work with children living on the streets and juvenile 
lawbreakers, as well as participate in searches for missing children, runaways, and 
people who involve minors in crimes (drinking, drug use, prostitution, begging, 
and vagrancy). They are supposed to make visits to school campuses to teach 
schoolchildren about safety and examine campuses to make sure they are safe 
(Menobr.ru 2013). Finally, each uchastkovyy must put together a more detailed 
and updated log of his territory and its inhabitants. On the basis of this log they are 
empowered to make recommendations to their superiors concerning how to 
improve the safety situation in their territories; however, this will require a 
tremendous amount of time to complete, which will take away from the time that 
they should be developing relationships with citizens and dealing with problems 
that arise on their territories. 

Even before this new order went into effect, the head of the Moscow MVD, 
Anatoliy Yakunin, had made improving the work of the Moscow uchastkovyy a 
priority (Fochkin 2012), pledging to remodel and update the precinct stations tomake 
them more welcoming to citizens and have more modern technology (RIA Novosti 
2012a). Yakunin also pushed Moscow’s mayor, Sergey Sobyanin, to provide each 
uchastkovyy with an apartment in the district in which he works. By the end of 2012, 
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23 Post-Soviet Affairs 

a Moscow daily newspaper, Vechernyaya Moskva, reported that all but 80 
uchastkovyy lived in the district in which they worked (Taktashev 2013). 

What the new order governing the uchastkovyy did not do, however, was 
change the hierarchical system of subordination or the quota system. In fact, the 
hierarchical system has, if anything, been strengthened, with superiors now 
required to take “personal responsibility” for outcomes. If officers disobey their 
superiors or cause them to look bad by not meeting their targets, the consequences 
can be harsh, affecting the uchastkovyy’s take-home pay, schedule, and potential 
for bonuses and promotion. This creates a subservient lower class of officers who, 
even if well-intentioned, are too concerned with the possibility and consequences 
of making a mistake to take any initiative or respond effectively to local concerns. 

Even in existing public meetings with the community, which could be 
productive places for dialogue, officers seem to stick to the script of reporting the 
local crime statistics, their crime clearance rates, and other basic information. 
Complaints from citizens are still something to be avoided. Even though the MVD 
now takes public opinion into account when assessing law enforcement, the 
continued focus on quantitative assessmentmethodsmeans that thesemeasureswill 
work in exactly the same way as the quota system – a comparison with the last 
reporting period. Failure to improve will likely be treated in the same way by 
superiors as failure to meet quarterly targets. Although there have been many 
mentions of eliminating the quota system and moving to a more qualitatively based 
assessment, there has still been very little real progress. Until some of these changes 
in institutional structure occur, it will remain difficult for uchastkovyy to complete 
all of their duties and still have time to develop a relationship with their residents, a 
key aspect of increasing the trust in and the reputation of the Moscow police. 
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Notes 
1.	 Officially named the uchastkovyye upolnomochennyye politsii, they are referred to in 

common parlance as simply uchastkovyy (singular) or uchastkovyye (plural). Though 
uchastkovyy technically translates as “beat officer,” and both are supposed to be 
visible in their communities, the Russian uchastkovyy has the legal power to be 
significantly more intrusive in the lives of citizens than the standard beat officer in 
the West. For this reason, I use the Russian term (in its singular form) throughout this 
article. 
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24 L.A. McCarthy 

2.	 The date that this 1923 order was signed, November 17, has been designated as 
“Uchastkovyy Day” in Russia since 2002 (Gribanova 2012). 

3.	 The reforms are based on the Federal’nyy zakon No. 3-FZ O Politsii [On the Police]. 
The most visible change was the renaming of the police force from militsiya to 
politsiya. Other important reforms included structural reorganization, shifting 
financing from the regional to federal budgets, reevaluating and recertifying police 
officers to reduce the police force by 20%, and raising salaries for those who 
remained. For more detail, see Taylor’s article in this issue (Taylor 2014b). 

4.	 Almost equally as many were neutral about their level of trust (36%), and 24% stated 
that they either somewhat or completely trusted the police. 

5.	 On these issues in English, see Beck and Robertson (2009), Favarel-Garrigues 
(2011), Gerber and Mendelson (2008), Gilinsky (2005), Kosals (2010), Kosals and 
Dubova (2012), Light (2010), and Taylor (2011). 

6.	 Public Verdict’s website is: www.publicverdict.org. For the specific stories 
mentioned here, see Public Verdict (2013a–2013e). On the more culture of “legal 
nihilism” in Russia more generally, see Hendley (2012). 

7.	 “Street-level bureaucrats” are unelected government agents who interact with the 
public on a day-to-day basis and implement policy (Lipsky 1980). 

8.	 There are currently 83 regions (sub”yekty) in the Russian Federation. Each region is 
divided into a number of local municipalities (rayony). 

9.	 The Public Order division is also in charge of ensuring external security of 
embassies, licensing private detectives and security services, consumer protection, 
transporting prisoners, and staffing pre-trial detention centers for crime suspects, 
minors, and those arrested for administrative violations (misdemeanors). 

10.	 The new order is Prikaz MVD RF No. 1166, hereafter “2012 Prikaz.” The previous 
order was Prikaz MVD RF No. 900, hereafter “2002 Prikaz.” 

11.	 The borders of each territory are drawn by the head of the regional MVD. 
12.	 Official website of the Moscow police: http://petrovka38.ru/gumvd/structure/1646/, 

accessed on April 11, 2013. 
13.	 If the person receives a legal education at one of the MVD academies, that will count 

towards their years of service (Prikaz MVD RF No. 521, Article 7(3)). 
14.	 A recent article reports there is an increased push to bring women into the patrol 

service in Moscow because they are seen as more empathetic and better able to 
connect with citizens (Petrov 2013). Throughout Russia, women also make up about 
20% of the entire police force (RIA Novosti 2011). 

15.	 The information on the uchastkovyy’s duties in this section is based on Khodzhayeva 
(2011) and the 2002 and 2012 Prikaz. 

16.	 All people living in Moscow must be registered (either temporarily or permanently) 
to a certain place of residence, which allows access to social services and other state 
benefits. For a history of the registration system in Moscow and how it has been used 
to regulate migration in and out of Moscow, see Light (2010). 

17.	 Violations that the uchastkovyy are in charge of processing are outlined in Article 23 
(3) of the Kodeks Rossiyskoi Federatsii ob administrativnykh pravonarusheniyakh 
[Code of Administrative Violations of the Russian Federation], hereafter 
“Administrative Code.” 

18.	 Passport and registration violations can be fined between 1500 and 2500 rubles for 
the person who is not properly documented and 2000–2500 for the person who was 
responsible for making sure they were documented properly but did not (landlord, 
parent, etc.) (Administrative Code Article 19(15)). 

19.	 Hooliganism is defined as: disturbing public order, expressing clear disrespect for 
society, accompanied by abusive language in public places, abusive harassment of 
citizens, and, similarly, destruction or harm to someone else’s property. It can be 
punished by a fine of between 500 and 1000 rubles or detention up to 15 days. If the 
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activities are associated with disobeying the lawful demands of a government official 
or any other person acting to preserve public order or stop violations of public order, 
it can be punished by a fine of 1000–2000 rubles or detention up to 15 days 
(Administrative Code, Article 20(1)). 

20.	 The current system of additional payments, which went into effect on January 1, 
2012 is outlined in a brochure on the MVD’s website, available at http://mvd.ru/us 
erfiles/file/2012/ban/yanvar/sg00.pdf and helpfully explained in plain language on 
the Samara Oblast MVD’s website at http://63.mvd.ru/citizens/society/inf/oplatayru 
daovd. Both of these documents were compiled from the laws: Federal’nyy zakon 
No. 247-FZ; Postanovleniye Pravitel’stva RF No. 878; and Postanovleniye 
Pravitel’stva RF No. 1021. 

21.	 These bonuses can add 25% to the monthly base salary at the time of the award and 
are paid monthly (Prikaz MVD RF No. 1257). 

22.	 According to official statistics, the average monthly salary in Moscow in 2012 was 
46,500 rubles, 1.8 times greater than the average salary in the rest of Russia (Inmsk. 
ru 2012). The average monthly salary for federal civil servants was 72,100 rubles 
(RIA Novosti 2013), and for a schoolteacher 55,000 rubles (RIA Novosti 2012c). 
The official minimum living wage for working people was estimated at 11,000 rubles 
per month in 2012 by the Moscow Statistical Agency (Mosgorstat 2012). 

23.	 Males over 27 do not have to serve in the army, so theoretically if a graduate 
immediately joins the MVD and works there until he is 27, he can avoid army service 
entirely (Federal’nyy zakon No. 53-FZ, Article 24(1z)). 

24.	 There are clearly significant differences between the situations outside of Moscow 
and within Moscow. Nevertheless, as the only previous in-depth studies of 
uchastkovyy, it is possible to take some lessons from these studies in Kazan, the 
third-largest city in Russia. 

25.	 Paneyakh et al. (2012) note that many departments have to produce up to three 
reports a day to comply with demands from their various superiors. 

26.	 Law enforcement systems around the world use statistical indicators for assessment 
of police effectiveness and deployment of resources. The main concern in Russia is 
the inflexibility and the centralization of priority-setting, which cannot possibly 
reflect the situation on the ground in each locality (Taylor 2014a). 

27.	 The only time they do not have this discretion is if the call comes from the patrol 
service, from another part of the MVD, or via the general police number (02). All 
calls to 02 are recorded, which means the complaint is automatically officially 
registered in the system and must be dealt with within the requisite 10 days. 

28.	 In Kazan, Maskimova witnessed uchastkovyy making deals with drug addicts to help 
them get the necessary proof to uncover a drug den in exchange for reporting a clean 
drug test in their records. In even more desperate circumstances, uchastkovyy paid 
out of pocket for the drug purchases so that they could obtain evidence, even when 
the money spent was greater than the bonus they would receive for bringing down 
the drug den (Maksimova 2011). 

29.	 Participants within the “experience” group indicated they experienced one or more 
of the following types of interaction with the police: (1) calling the police to make a 
complaint; (2) being called in as a witness; (3) reporting a crime or some other 
problem; (4) being stopped to check documents on the metro, street, or train; (5) 
being stopped by the traffic police while driving to check documents; (6) being 
arrested or questioned at the police station; (7) being detained by a police officer who 
considered what they were doing improper. In the “no experience” group, I included 
people who had no experience with police or whose only experiences were document 
registration or informal contact. 

30.	 Focus group participants are identified by their group number, gender, and age: for 
example, FG1-F-33. Focus groups 1 and 2 were those who reported having 
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experience with the police and groups 3 and 4 had no experience. In situations where 
I quote dialogue, I give the participants pseudonyms to ease reading. 

31.	 This is more contact than was found in a nationwide survey by the All-Russian 
Center for the Study of Public Opinion (VTsIOM). In a similar question in 2012, they 
found that 15% of survey respondents reported contact with an on-duty uchastkovyy 
in the last year, up from 9% in 2011 (VTsIOM 2012). 

32.	 There is also a national website (www.112.ru) where citizens can enter their region 
and address and get the name, contact information, and a picture of their 
uchastkovyy. 

33.	 A final group (18%) had just run into the uchastkovyy in passing, but had not 
initiated contact for any particular reason. 

34.	 Article 60 of the Russian Criminal Procedure Code requires two witnesses to any 
search, and often neighbors or passers-by are asked to fulfill this function (Ugolovno-
Protsessual’nyy Kodeks Rossiyskoy Federatsii [Criminal Procedure Code of the 
Russian Federation] Federal’nyy zakon No. 174-FZ, 2001, Article 60). 

35.	 This was also the finding of the “First Contact” project in Nizhniy Novgorod from 
2002 to 2003 and was aimed at improving the relationship of crime victims and 
citizens seeking police assistance help with the police at the moment of their first 
encounter (see description in Taylor 2011, 225–226). 

36.	 A similar study in St. Petersburg, however, found that police there generally behaved 
rudely in contacts with the public, although the study was primarily focused on 
migrants (Gladarev 2011). 

37.	 Unfortunately, in Zernova’s study there was no way to distinguish how many of her 
respondents had direct contact with police and experienced misbehavior firsthand 
from those who had heard about it from family or friends. 

38.	 With an upper bound of 380,000 and a lower bound of 196,000, taking into account 
the margin of error. Population statistics are available at http://rg.ru/img/content/46/ 
88/30/5440_1.gif. This method of extrapolating police misbehavior is taken from 
Gerber and Mendelson’s (2008) article on police abuse in Russia. 

39.	 Twenty respondents who answered, “I don’t know anything about his work,” did not 
answer the rating question. 

40.	 In the new order ( prikaz), there are actually sample business cards and placards 
included as an appendix. Superiors are required to make sure they are printed and 
given to each station so they can be distributed to the residents of their territory (2012 
Prikaz, Article 5(1)). 

41.	 In Moscow, the terms migrants and guest workers (gastarbaitery) are general terms 
that apply to internal Russian migrants – primarily people from the Russian 
Caucasus republics (Dagestan, Ingushetia, Chechnya) – as well as foreign migrant 
workers, usually from Central Asia. 
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